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For more than 45 years
UCI has been delivering
high-quality workplace
solutions, specialising
in commercial furniture
that’s crafted for a
superior experience.
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Who we are

People are at the centre of everything at UCI.
From our clients to our teams of designers, consultants,
engineers and manufacturing specialists, our service is built
around human experience and collaboration. We thrive on
overcoming the challenges presented by unique commercial
spaces to deliver comfortable, practical and transformative
furniture solutions.
Since our start in 1972, UCI has maintained its passion
for creating better places to work through our ongoing
commitment to design, manufacture, and delivery. Through
a combination of customised solutions and partnerships
with leading international suppliers, we use innovation and
resourcefulness to adapt and respond to our clients’ goals.
For over 45 years, we’ve leveraged the collaborative nature of
our expert team members to provide clients across Australia
with outstanding customer service, superior products and
innovative solutions that inspire stunning workspaces.
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A holistic
offering of
furniture for
any part of your
space.
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An Outstanding Australian Solution

Our custom office solutions supports local talent through our
Adelaide-based manufacturing operations. Housed on over
10,000 square metres, the state-of-the-art facility is geared
towards production of the best commercial workspaces. UCI’s
range is designed and built by a talented team using leading
global technology and trusted processes.
Our tight-knit team of designers, engineers and manufacturers
enable us to meet exacting quality control standards and
provide complete customisation to our clients. We don’t just
create products; we create solutions for modern workplaces.
UCI undertakes over 5,000 projects annually, from supply and
installation of workstations and screens, chairs, tables and
storage systems through to custom joinery.

The latest
technology
and robotics
to streamline
production.
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Design

Innovate

Our clients needs come first as we design custom solutions
to enhance their unique workspace.

We push the boundaries of what’s possible to deliver
prototypes that exceed the brief.

Create

Our customised solutions are locally manufactured and
tested by a team of experienced professionals.

Build

Our service extends beyond manufacture ensuring our
workstations continue to create better places for our
clients to work.

Technology

We employ the latest technologies
and manufacturing techniques
and continue to innovate in the
engineering space to produce
superior workstations for our clients.
Our local facilities allow for complete
customisation, while staying in
touch with new technology helps
streamline design timelines.

UCI are proud to hold the following
certifications:
— ISO9001: Quality Certified
— ISO14001: Environmentally Certified
— ISO45001: OH&S Certified
— AS/NZS4442:2018
— AFRDI: Blue Tick Product Certification
— GECA Good Environment Choice
— Victorian Industry Participant Program
(VIPP) Compliant
— Indigenous Procurement Policy Compliant
(State and Federal)
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With a focus on human
experience, we take
commercial furniture
solutions from concept to
creation to provide better
working environments
for our clients.
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Design Studio

Our unique in-house design studio was developed to allow our clients
to completely customise a workplace solution. We’re able to streamline
the customisation process from months to days as one of the only
Australian workstation manufacturers that can take products from
concept to creation.
As part of the design process, all new products are tested in-house to
Australian standards to make sure our products stand the test of time.
New products are then independently tested externally by AFRDI.
Our design team believes that sustainability is a critical part of our
processes and considers the environment at every stage of the project.
Alternative packaging methods and recyclable packaging materials are
incorporated into the design process, which minimises landfill across
product delivery and installation.
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The Okamura
Traverse
meticulously
designed to
create a profound
presence.
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International Brands

In addition to our own
customised solutions, we
partner with some of the
world’s leading commercial
furniture suppliers such
as Okamura, HNI, Casala,
Diemmebi, Sitia and
Koncept, bringing global
experience, products
and capability enabling
a better solution for the
workplace. The result is a
unique offer from both local
manufacturers and global
top brands providing our
clients with unparalleled
experience and capability.
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Okamura

We’re proudly the exclusive supplier
of Okamura products in Australia.
Okamura is one of the world’s best and largest office furniture providers.
Every product in their range is carefully considered and expertly crafted
forming the foundation of comfortable and practical workplaces.
Since its founding, Okamura has provided high-quality products and services
for offices, education, healthcare, R&D, commercial facilities and distribution
centres under the motto ‘Quality pays for itself’.
Their product range is large and diverse, and our expert team will help you
navigate their range to create the perfect solution for your unique space.

Lives chair
by Okamura
brings you
ergonomically
proven comfort
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Max and Morgan
Lounge Chair

HNI

We’re honoured to partner with HNI, one of the world’s
largest commercial furniture suppliers.
As a leading global office furniture company, HNI
supplies brands that are among the strongest and most
widely recognised in the industry. We share their dedication
to integrity, quality, innovation, service, continuous improvement
and creating value for customers.
Their extensive range of leading brands includes Allsteel, Hon, Gunlocke,
Lamex, HBF and HBF Textiles amongst others. With access to these
superior brands, our clients can enjoy the best possible solutions for their
workplace.
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Environmental Impact

UCI is committed to sustainability and reducing the environmental impact
of our workplace solutions. We constantly strive to improve sustainability
throughout our entire process from design through to manufacture and
delivery of the final product. Everything from our chosen materials to processes
and even cleaning products are carefully considered to ensure the kindest
environmental outcomes possible.
Our office systems are thoughtfully designed to adapt and provide ongoing
functionality in a changing workplace environment. We’re focused on ensuring
the end of life of our solutions have as minimal impact on the environment as
possible and have an extended life for reduced waste long-term.

UCI are proud to have the following
certifications:
— Australian Made products though our Manufacturing
Facilities in Adelaide
— 10 Year Warranty (includes 5 years
on electrical components)
— 10 Year Continuity of Product
— Design for disassembly, for ease of recycling
— New products are independently environmentally
certified by Good Environmental Choice Australia
(GECA) to GECA FFV3.0-17
— ISO 9001 certification for UCI Manufacturing’s Quality
Management System

ISO 14001

EMS 520251
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Recyclability

Ensuring our positive environmental impact extends beyond our products,
we place a focus on using 95% recyclable materials to improve the ‘end of
life’ of our products. With the use of basic hand tools, UCI Manufacturing
workstation frames can be easily disassembled and broken down into raw
material elements such as aluminium, steel and plastic. Plastic components
greater than 50gm in weight have recycling logo identification.
These conscious design and manufacturing choices make it easy for our
clients to participate in our sustainability efforts along with our product
stewardship programs. Upon receiving UCI products back to our Adelaidebased manufacturing facility, we aim to refurbish, reuse and recycle in the
best manner available.
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Supporting Our Community

Australian Made
We differentiate ourselves from
the competition by being a
certified Australian Made company,
Manufactured in Australia from
Australian sourced raw materials,
such as steel and aluminium, keeping
all workstation manufacturing
processes in-house. We can therefore
offer the most expedient lead times
in Australia. In addition, we pride
ourselves on the highest quality
management for our products and
are ISO-9001 certified ensuring
continuous improvement in systems
and processes.

Proud Members of Supply Nation
Supply Nation is the Australian
leader in supplier diversity. With
their guidance, we work to increase
diversity in our supplier relationships
and support the traditional owners
of our land. With strong roots in
Australian community, we’re also
working to source Indigenous skills
and materials to support an inclusive
economy.

FS 520627

UCI products are designed and tested to Australian standards and are proud to support Australian Businesses in our raw
material products such as Capral, Bluescope, Orrcon and Laminex.
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Work Health and Safety

UCI is committed to the safety of our workers within every aspect
and stage of the business. We make this our priority to ensure the safety
of everyone not only within the company but also to those involved in every
stage of our process.

Delivery

Customer Service

We understand that project-based
commercial furniture solutions require
thorough planning, a clear
understanding of all parties’
expectations and an acceptance of
responsibility for agreed tasks and
outcomes. Our business processes
and our quality delivery program
drive our management and provide
full documentation through the
process to ensure all projects are
delivered on time, within budget and
to specification, from prototyping to
completion.

UCI also provides support through our
installation process with our highly
specialised installation and delivery
team who will keep clients up to date
with any job-related information. We
offer our continued support even
after the installation to ensure our
clients are 100% satisfied.
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Working alongside
many top architectural
firms, we have delivered
successful projects all
over Australia.
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Interchange
sit to stand
workstations
at Melbourne
Water.
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Successful Projects

Jones Lang
g LaSalle
We worked closely with Studio 103 to design custom tables and furniture to
suit their flexible working spaces. The products needed to be impressive and
desirable but be simple in design, look and feel as the spaces were designed
for a number of user groups.

Location:
Designer:
Builder:
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Victoria
Studio 103
McCormacks Property Services

Ellivo
We collaborated with Ellivo, a multi-faceted architectural practice, to explore
and capture their current design ethos and to practise what they preach. The
brief was to create an environment suitable for collaboration and creativity
with a focus on employee satisfaction and well-being.

Location:
Designer:
Builder:

Brisbane
Tanya Zealey
Focus Fitouts
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Successful Projects

Built Headq
quarters
Built is an Australian-owned Tier 1 construction company, which is recognised
as one of the leading builders in Australia. UCI was approached by Built to
provide our experience and knowledge to fit out their new office space. We
were given the finishes brief and the look and feel of furniture required, from
this information we created the new office space that Built envisioned.

Location:
Designer:
Builder:
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Melbourne
Woods Bagot
Built

Dep
partment of Education,, Tasmania
When Morrison & Breytenbach Architects re-purposed existing premises
for the Professional Learning Institute (PLI), Department of Education,
Tasmania, they embraced the opportunity to add value beyond the functional
requirements of the brief. High-quality and sleek design lines of UCI’s
furniture combines with a clever colour palette, which is at times subtle and
occasionally a punctuating highlight.

Location:
Designer:
Builder:

Tasmania
Yvette Breytenbach
Tascon Construction
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Successful Projects

PSC Insurance
The client was excited to incorporate some colour into a previously
drab office. A highlight for PSC was the Sylphy chairs in the bluegreen,
and also the powdercoat colours for kinetic accessories. There is even a
hint of sparkle in the black for the workstation frames.

Location:
Designer:
Builder:
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Australian Capital Territory
Ace Siminovski Design Studio
Network Development Group

Sodexo
UCI Perth, in conjunction with the builder, created a large fit out for Sodexo
Australia over three different stages. Approximately 150 workstations were
used with a wide range of loose furniture and accessories to create an inviting
breakout area and workplace. In some cases, furniture was modified to suit
different areas and adapted to the specific needs of end users.

Location:
Designer:
Builder:

Western Australia
IA Design
Dawn Express Pty Ltd
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Key Reference Projects

Victoria

ASIC – Melbourne

Melbourne Water – Melbourne

Bendigo Bank Headquarters – Bendigo

Melbourne Magistrates Court – Melbourne

CAE – Centre for Adult Education – Melbourne

JLL – Melbourne

Jayco – Dandenong

Brenntag – Mulgrave

Lonsec Financial Group – Melbourne

Beiersdarf – Melbourne

Macmillan Publishers – Melbourne

Built HQ -Melbourne

Starfish Ventures – Melbourne,

IRT & First Point Animal Services – Melbourne Airport
La Trobe University – Bundoora

Tasmania

Vision Australia – Kooyong

Tas Water – Devonport

Harris HMC – North Melbourne

Tasplan – Hobart

Thomas Duryea Logicalis (TDL) – Richmond

Department of Education Tasmania -Hobart

Paper Cut – Camberwell

Retirement Benefit Fund – Hobart

MFCO – Melbourne CBD

My State Financial – Hobart

EBOS – Docklands

MAIB – Launceston

Monash University – Parkville

State Growth – Burnie and Hobart

Terry White Chemmart – Melbourne

UTAS Engineering – Sandy Bay

Jones Lang La Salle – Melbourne
Precision International – Notting Hill

ACT

Micro Focus & Suse- Melbourne

Manuka Oval – Manuka

The Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre (VCCC)
– Parkville

Noetic Solutions – Deakin

Puma – Moorabbin MelbourneC

Australian Government Solicitors – Barton

Pacific Brands – Camberwell

Comcare – Canberra

Monash University Caulfield - Caulfield

Noetic Solutions – Deakin

Monash University Clayton – Clayton
Adelaide Convention Centre – Melbourne
MPA Group & Training – East Victoria Park & Maylands
The Warranty Group – Camberwell
Monash University Parkville – Parkville
University of Ballarat – Brewery Building – Ballarat
Advance Petroleum – Melbourne
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PSC Insurance – Fyshwick Canberra

New South Wales

John Holland – Brisbane

Ray White Tumut – Tumut

Ludowici – Brisbane

UXC – Sydney

Moore Stephens – Brisbane

St Edwards College – Gosford

MWH – Brisbane

Ricoh Distribution Centre – Eastern Creek

Pace – Brisbane

Australian Bureau of Statistics – Sydney

Port of Brisbane – Brisbane

Allity – Crows Nest

QR National – Brisbane

Bendigo Bank NSW – Sydney

Queensland Health – Brisbane

Network 10 - Sydney

Stanwell Corporation – Brisbane

Warner Music – Crows Nest

Alliance – Brisbane
AFTC Inland Rail – Brisbane

Queensland

Arcadis – Brisbane

Netball Queensland
Sun Water – Fortitude Valley

South Australia

Master Builders Queensland -Spring Hill

Women’s Prison – Northfield S

Federation University – Brisbane

Australian Building and Construction Commission (ABCC)
– Adelaide

Hutchinson Builders – Gold Coast
The Buchan Group – Fortitude Valley
Ellivo – Brisbane
Queensland Government Department – Brisbane
CBRE Brisbane – Waterfront Place
Australian Catholic University – Brisbane
Snelleman Tom Accountants – Brisbane
Place Real Estate – Brisbane
Queensland Rail Control Centre – Brisbane
DHA Brisbane – Newstead Brisbane
Fisher Adams Kelly – Brisbane
Hart Sport – Brisbane
Toll – Tennyson

The College of Law – Adelaide
Channel Nine Adelaide – Adelaide
Bianco Reinforcing – Gepps Cross
Oz Minerals Foyer – Adelaide
University of South Australia – Mount Gambier Campus
Co-Hab at Tonsley – Tonsley Park
Tonsley SIEC – Tonsley Park
Beyond Bank Australia – West Lakes
BHP Billiton – Adelaide
Clipsal – Adelaide
Orlando Wines – Adelaide
Thomson Playford Cutlers – Adelaide
Wallmans Lawyers – Adelaide

University of QLD- Advanced Engineering Building
– St Lucia
EPA-Environmental Protection Authority – Brisbane
Hutchinson Builders – Brisbane
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Key Reference Projects

Northern Territory

Europe

Charles Darwin University – Casuarina

Mercure Hotel Spain – Spain

Western Australia
Fremantle Dockers – Cockburn
Women’s Resources and Engagement Network -WREN
– Wanneroo
Sodexo Australia – Balcatta
Thiess – King Square
Monson Agencies – Perth
Communicare – Perth
Department of Mines and Petroleum – Perth
Credit Suisse – Perth
Department of Indigenous Affairs – East Perth
Roy Hill – Perth Airport
St John of God Hospital – King Square
Department of Child Protection – Perth
Mercycare – West Perth
Komatsu Australia Pty Ltd – West Perth
PMI Gold Corporation – West Perth
Wood Mackenzie – Perth
BT Financial – Perth
Kvaerner Oil & Gas – Perth
Watercorp – Leederville
Worley Group – Perth
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Find out more at uci.com.au

Visit your local showroom
Melbourne
Unit 3/62 Fallon Street
Brunswick
VIC 3056
T 03 8379 0200
melbourne@uci.com.au

Syydneyy
Level 7, 222 Clarence Street
Sydney
NSW 2010
T 02 9212 2600
sydney@uci.com.au

Brisbane
3 Primrose Street Bowen
Hills
QLD 4006
T 07 3854 1600
brisbane@uci.com.au

Perth
578 Murray Street
West Perth
WA 6005
T 08 9486 8777
perth@uci.com.au

Adelaide
81 Franklin Street
Adelaide
SA 5000
T 08 8423 6330
adelaide@uci.com.au

Hobart
14-16 Tasma Street
North Hobart
TAS 7000
T 03 6231 3077
hobart@uci.com.au

Ulverstone
111 Eastland Drive
Ulverstone
TAS 7315
T 03 6425 1399
ulverstone@uci.com.au

Canberra
12 Pirie Street
Fyshwick
ACT 2609
T 02 6239 1866
canberra@uci.com.au

Northern Territoryy
81 Franklin Street
Adelaide
SA 5000
T 08 8423 6330
darwin@uci.com.au
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